• every heart is a mystery •

The Sun Prince, the Saint and the Changeling
A refreshing change of pace for readers of m/m romance — romantic mystery in a
graphic novel form. The Sun Prince is a historical fiction piece set in Renaissance Italy,
exploring the relationship between three young men brought together by politics.
Balanced with the thrill of an unfolding mystery, this is a gay romance that is both
intellectually engaging and emotionally satisfying.
“When Tomas stumbles into unexpected feelings for his friend Matthias,
he dreams about a fun, uncomplicated summer romance. Instead, he
discovers that he doesn’t know his friend nearly as well as he thought he
did, he knows himself even less, and when your family has connections
to the Holy Roman Empire, nothing is ever simple. When summer comes,
Tomas finds himself drawn into a mystery spanning two years and three
hearts — one of which is his own.”
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• set in Renaissance Italy, the story is a
seamless blend of history and fiction

“One of those comics that sounds too good to be true: a historical m/m
romance with beautiful art.“ — Suzanne Krohn, Love in Panels

• a sensual balance of romance, erotica
and international politics — with a deeper
mystery that will keep readers guessing
till the end

“Romantic, with smart, genre-savvy twists, and some absolutely stunning art.”
— Brinson Thieme, author

• positive and uplifting portrayal of gay
characters and their relationship
• high appeal for readers of yaoi, BL and
m/m romance

“Relentlessly charming, with a satisfying mystery at the heart of it and a cast of
characters so lovable I could never decide on a favourite.” — Sae, illustrator
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“Amazing — from the witty dialogue to the gorgeous character designs. I
couldn’t put it down!” — T.D. Cloud, author
“Beautifully drawn historical romance with adorably real characters, and a
blossoming LGBTQIA romance.” — Reader

Chama is a creator of uplifting m/m romance. INTJ. Gemini/Scorpio Rising.
chamastories@gmail.com » www.chamastories.com

Read the comic at
chamastories.com/thesunprince

